CNC Equestrian Meeting  
September 13, 2017

7:04pm Roll Call

Stakeholder and public comments

Neighbor Light Issue
Olga – Lives in the trails, having issues with neighbor, escalating. Bright lights on yard and horses. Neighbor raised voice and was aggressive. He has called building and safety. Should a restraining order?
Darlene – I called building and safety about the light, but it was cleared.
Vicki – Have an attorney send him a letter.
Olga – The lights are blinding the horses.
Vicki – there is nothing we as a group can do.
Dean – if your neighbor is harassing you, there is recourse.
Jan – Do you now the distance for lights?
Dean – it can’t directly shine into someone else’s property.
Vicki – You can talk to building and safety about raising the fence.

Anne Weaver
Announcing Sept. 23 Neighborhood Watch Event at Train Depot from 10am-2pm
There will be info on Equestrian Safety
Ted – valley rough riders will be out of Devonshire Division, and Danny Del Valle will be a lead

Vicki – Oct 20th Chamber has the State of the Community Breakfast

MOTION to approve July Minutes PASSED
Vicki abstains from vote.

Review Budget and Allowances for DOTH
Vicki – MOTION to spend $6,000 for 2018 DOTH. PASSED
Discussion
Vicki – need to decide where the event is going to be, because that determines cost.
Dorothy – keep the event in Chatsworth.
Dean – has anyone reached out to Ride On? Or Total Equestrian Experience?
Vicki – add $2,500 to last year’s budget so that the money will be available. Will talk to Ride On and talk to Jody.
Rudy – We need to keep the event in Chatsworth.

Improve Yuppie Trail
Dean – suggest doing it in stages because it is a big and expensive project. Sand has to be re-compactted. We need more bids.
Darlene – find out who is Sierra Canyon’s Contractor.
Vicki – Dorothy has a connection there and will get contact name and number.
Chatsworth Clean Streets Facebook Page – post there and people will come help clean.

**DOTH Committee Discussion**
Vicki – you need someone to chair the event.
Martina – will chair the event and Vicki will co-chair
Kid’s Crafts – Dorothy volunteers, and Martina will help.
Pat and Carol said that they would help, but we need a volunteer to coordinate with them.
Dana Davis – will coordinate Vendors.

Voted in Stakeholders: Jan and Ted. Ellen already a Stakeholder.

Meeting Adjourned 8:00pm